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C1-C7= 100pF, C8= 10pF.  
Rev 15A installed = added R15=49.9K from U1-6 to V-
R1= 1G (100M, 10 pcs), R2= 1G, Probe gain = 1:1
Measured gain after calibration was 1.064 with R6= 34.8K (gain must be greater than 1.025).

General Notes
Probe input impedance for this design is 1 gigohm.  System gain is 1:1, after connecting probe to
console.  Console wiring is built.  Console was used for this testing.  Probe was calibrated to the
DMM by using this console, then test waveforms were taken.

Probe is sensitive to hum pickup from simply holding the probe in the hand.  This is vastly reduced
by grounding the operator with a wrist strap.  Hum is not increased as much by touching the
probe tip, so pickup area is near U1 rather than at the tip end of the input resistor.  Proximity
tests verified this.  Internal shielding on PC board might have to be improved, possibly by adding
shield foil to the board near and around U1.  This has not yet been done.

For now, a wrist strap will be sent with each unit.  A dedicated banana jack for it should be
installed in the console in the future.

Probe ground wire length is 10 inches from probe to ground clip.  Future builds will need a ground
wire length of 12” minimum.  Ten inches is OK but it feels a little shorter than it should be.

Conformal coating material is applied.  Minwax clear gloss polyurethane finish was used.  See
conformal coating test report for more information.

Cable was installed, not the production cable since it has not yet arrived.  When cable installation
was completed, tie down with fishing line was done, and a coat of polyurethane was applied to the
solder joints and fishing line.  Installation of probe into case was off-center because cable
installation was off-center.  Future builds will have to be done with cable carefully centered.

Fishing line used was very tough: hard wire cutting tool was needed to properly cut this line.
Scissors of several types and wire cutters of several types proved inadequate to cut this fishing
line.  Even so, fishing line is quite flexible and should serve well as staking cord.  Fishing line is
4orce brand type 65lb 100yd Premium 4-Carrier Braided Line, SKU 87852 01335, color is green.
Diameter measured about 0.015 inches.  Cost was $10.99 at Dick's Sporting Goods.

Probe power off, measurement system noise and hum is 2.60mVpp.  (Sept 11 data)



Minimum hum and noise= 16.4mVpp, probe powered up and connected to GND, TEK0018.tif.
When probe is held by hand with grounded operator (wrist strap), hum is half this value.

Probe tip is disconnected from +4.85V Vref and floats.  Fall time is 0.483 sec.  TEK0020.tif

Probe tip is floating, then is connected to +4.85V Vref.  Rise time is 215 mS.  TEK0019.tif


